
178 Organize your time and your life.
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Phone book with 1000
expanded entries-name,
address, phone and fax
numbers plus notes.
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Scheduler with audible
alarm keeps you on -
time for important
appointments.

IF -4 Organizer with same ease -of -
use as popular PC programs
EC -356. LCD displays icons for the functions-
simply select the symbol of the function you
want and press Enter. 64K memory stores up
to 1000 expanded phone book entries-each
with full name, address, phone and fax num-
bers, plus room for notes. Has scheduler with
alarm, anniversary reminder, electronic memo
pad, monthly calendar, clock with both home
time and current time in any of 29 major cities
worldwide. There's even a built-in poker

game just for fun. With an optional cable
(CMC), two EC -356s can share data.
Add an optional PC interface (CMC), to
link with a computer. 65-865 .. 79.99

Month -at -a -view calen-
dar with appointments
indicated by marks next
to the dates.

Electronic memo pad
stores notes and other
important bits of
information.

NEB Rolodex executive planner-the common-sense organizer
EC -365. Combines a powerful electronic directory and a practical paper planner. Weekly paper
calendar helps you organize your appointments and "to-do" lists. Directory stores up to 600
names and phone/fax numbers, recalls entries instantly with Search function. Scheduler alarm,
calculator, clock with alarm and currency converter. 65-871 49.99

110 Organizer
with
menu -driven
functions
EC -357. LCD dis-
plays icons of the
functions-just
select symbol of

the function you want and press Enter. 32K
memory stores up to 500 expanded entries-
name, address and phone/fax numbers. Has
month -at -a -view calendar, scheduler with an
alarm, plus clock with home time and world
time in any of 29 major cities. 10 -digit calcula-
tor and electronic memo pad. Shares data with
another EC -357 with optional cable. Optional
PC interface lets you link to your computer
(CMC). With two CR2032 batteries.
65-866 59.99

Organizer
with
personal
scheduler
EC -212. Stores
more than 250
entries-name,
company name,

address, phone and fax numbers. Searches for
entries by either person's or company's name,
finds names instantly or by scrolling. Scheduler
with alarm reminds you of appointments.
Date and time display, world -time clock for 32
major cities, home time with daily alarm, cal-
endar, 10 -digit calculator. Password code lets
you protect sensitive information. With 2
CR2032 batteries.
65-830 39.99

arm..

Ira- 64K organizer with
business expense manager
EC -361. Ideal for the business executive-
packed with sophisticated functions, yet it's
smoothly easy to operate. Has the most useful,
powerful business -expense manager you'll find
outside a computer program. Phone directory
stores up to 1000 expanded business/personal
entries. Anniversary reminder with alarm keeps
you informed of weekly/monthly meetings,
birthdays, etc. Scheduler with alarm, memo
pad, month -at -a -view calendar, clock with
home/world time, calculator. 65-869, 119.99

el Rolodex' pocket planner
EC -354. Combines the practicality of a paper
planner with the efficiency of an electronic di-
rectory. Directory stores up to 140 names al-
phabetically, recalls entries instantly with easy -
to -use Search function or by scrolling. Paper
planner organizes appointments, memos and
reminders. Replacements for the standard
Rolodex notepads are available in most office
supply stores. There's also a Scheduler with
alarm to remind you of appointments, full -
function 10 -digit calculator, currency converter
and clock with alarm. Password protection for
sensitive information. With CR2025 battery.
65-863 19.99

t4i-Vi Personal
directory with
account manager

EC -355. A handy tool to help you organize your
busy life. Stores up to 500 names and phone
numbers alphabetically. The account manager
holds up to six bank or credit-card accounts.
Easy -to -use search function finds names in-
stantly. Scheduler with alarm keeps you on time
for your appointments. Clock/calendar displays
date/day/time, has daily alarm. 12 -digit calcu-
lator with 4 -key memory. Currency exchanger
converts money between three currencies. Se-
curity code protects sensitive information. Auto
shutoff saves batteries if the EC -355 is left on
accidentally. With two CR2032 batteries.
65-864 29.99

Directories have LCD displays for longest battery life. Rolodex is a registered trademark of Rolodex Corporation.


